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With the United States Fifth Army

September 17, 1943'

Today passed comparatively quietly on the Salerno bay front.

For the first time in eight days since the assault landing, the Germans failed to

’put in a counter-attack anywhere along the line from Salerno to Agropoli. The greatest

activity in the bridgehead took -place in the beacharea where prodigious supplies of

equipment and large contingents of men continued to roll up the make shift beachheads

towards the front lines.

There are definite indications that the Germans are reacting nervously •
*

•
to the Eighth Army there on their flank, judging by the scant activity in the southern

half of the bridgehead but in the Salerno section of the bridgehead, the vigorous nature

of the enemy's .artillery and patrolling indicates he is making ready for a strong stand

at the approaches to Naples and that he may launch an offensive* German troops are

moving into the hills north of Salerno which is the only fluid area along the Allied

bridgehead.
the

The Allied air superiority oven/ area is now becoming dominant. The number of sneak

raids by small groups of German fighter-bombers today could be counted on the fingers of

one hand.

The British and American navy continue to support the ground forces.

Both the Allies and the Germans are obviously taking advantage of the lull to

regroup their forces and reinforce them in certain areas.

Today’s quiet is certainly a prelude to new fighting on a larger scale than ever.

The Fifth Army Salerno Area

September 18

The Germans have definitely conceded defeat this morning when the Allied overnight

patrols reported a concentrated withdrawal of all the German forces- south of the Sele

River, The enemy is taking up new defensive positions.

This enemy reaction developed out of the steady offensive pressure by Fifth Army

units from out of the bridgehead positions and was intensified by the throat offered

by the Eighth Array’s advance.

No full scale offensive by the Fifth Army has yet been mounted but General Clark’s

troops are moving confidently into favourable jumping off positions to be ready when the

heavy reinforcements now rolling over the beach-roads have taken their places in the

battle order.
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